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Create a functioning powder room in the basement for 
family and guests.

“We chose the SANICOMPACT – one of SANIFLO Canada’s most 
affordable and (as the name implies) compact options. From a 
practical standpoint, the [advantages] were that it allowed us to 
[install] a sink and toilet without breaking up the concrete floor and 
without using the space a conventional toilet would have taken,” 
explains Ed.

“We thought we were going to have to pull all the laminate floor up 
and break concrete in our basement. This would mean a dumpster 
rental and a total disruption in our lives. Because of this toilet, we are 
able to leave most of our stuff in place while we finished the closet-to-
powder-room conversion.”

“Homeowners get really excited when they learn that our toilets are 
just like regular toilets, with the advantage that they pump waste up 
and away to an existing soil stack, eliminating the need for expensive 
construction to break the floor,” says Ross Evans, National Sales 
Manager for SANIFLO Canada.

If you’ve got a tight space in which a conventional toilet won’t fit, the 
SANICOMPACT, a self-contained system with a built-in macerating 
pump is the perfect solution for a powder room, half-bathroom or 
other small space renovations. It’s a great choice for homeowners 
looking for an affordable, space-saving option because if its novel, 
tankless design and built-in components.

Like all SANIFLO systems, the SANICOMPACT connects to your 
existing plumbing network and requires no rough-in, which means you 
can install it almost anywhere in your home. And, since there is no 
need to break the concrete or do any major construction, installation 
can be completed in as little as one day with less mess to worry 
about, making SANIFLO systems DIY-friendly. Not only do you save 
time, but you also save money on expensive renovation costs like 
equipment rentals and concrete removal.

“We’re really happy the SANICOMPACT let us design what we really 
Wanted,” says Ed. 

Check out Ed and Robin’s beautiful new powder room!
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FROM TINY CLOSET TO PERFECT POWDER ROOM case study:

We’re really happy the  
SANICOMPACT let us design 
what we really wanted.

http://www.frugalfamilytimes.com/2017/11/no-rough-in-no-problem-why-we-chose-saniflo-for-basement-bathroom.html

